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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze influence 
exerted on my painting by Charles Sheeler and Edward Hopper, 
and to pursue the development of my work. 
In the first two sections of the thesis brief over­
views of the work of Sheeler and Hopper are presented. 
Sheeler, classified as a Precisionist, was drawn to paint 
in a precise, sharp-edged, hard surfaced style that was 
i tself machine-like in character. Edward Hopper, painting 
at the same time as Sheeler, was not classified as a Pre­
cisionist, but his art contains many of the same elements. 
Though he did not paint in a sharp-edged, hard-surfaced 
style, as Sheeler, his work was built on massive, severely 
simplified forms, giving only essentials. 
In subsequent sections ·of the thesis my work is desctibed, 
analyzed and compared with Sheeler's and Hopper's in the areas 
of development, subject matter, and technique. 
My work is divided into three categoriess drawings of 
simplicity and structure which were primarily influenced by 
Charles Sheeler, a series of paintings that relate in subject 
matter to both Sheeler and Edward Hopper, and a group of 
painted environmental sculptures that evolved from the pre­
viously mentioned paintings. 
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Color plates follow the text and present examples of my 
. work along with examples of Sheeler's and Hopper's. 
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I. CHARLES SHEELER 
Charles Sheeler is classified as a Precisionist or member 
to the Immaculate movement which was perhaps the most imoor­
tant s ingle development in American art during the 1920's. One 
of the principles of this particular group of artists was that 
the des ign of a p icture must function with the absolute pre­
cis ion of a machine. Sheeler, as well as the other artists 
in this group, painted in a precise, sharp -edged, hard-surfaced 
style that was itself machine like in character. It is not 
surprising that the art took on these characteristics since 
the machine was considered an American symbol at this time. 
Sheeler is recognized as the artist of machine-age America. 
This is due to the fact that he incorporates the machine and 
structure into the composition of his painting. 
In Sheeler's early years, he disciplined himself in ex­
ercises of semi-abstraction in the form of Cubism. Some of 
his work was as thoroughly done as those by Stuart Davis. With 
a fresh outlook, Sheeler then advanced to a new kind of real­
ism. He began omitting detail, simp lifying and tightening 
the shapes used, thus creating a clean new structure. This 
became the model his work followed. 
For Sheeler as an artist, it is in the shape of the thinp, 
that the essence lies. As subject matter, he was not interested 
in objects for what they were and how they f unctioned. His 
interest was in how they appeared--the form of the object. The 
function of the objects had no relation to their use as 
objects. 
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Sheeler was constantly seeking images to place on canvas. 
In his earlier work he represented his images in much the same 
way he saw them visually. This is readily seen in Shaker 
Buildings, painted in 1931 (plate 1). The painted image vis­
ually depicts the actual barns used as subject. The artist 
felt there must always be an elimination of the unessentials 
to more forcefully present the essentials. Therefore in this 
work, as in all of Sheeler's paintings, he simplified the sub­
ject, omitting any detail he felt unnecessary;. He believed 
the basic structure of an object was strong enough to stand 
alone as a composition. This clarity and simplicity of pre­
sentation is one of the major strengths in Sheeler's painting. 
Sheeler's subjects in themselves were often Cubistic in 
form. He would select them for their abstract and design 
quality and further modify them by eliminating unnecessary 
detail, leaving more simplified forms to.play against one an­
other. Each object was chosen for its elementary shape and 
mobility to placement in juxtaposition with others within the 
total composition. 
The artist did not use theme or situation; rather, 
objects were arranged to form composition. Sheeler was con­
cerned with exquisite placement. Important forms were 
exaggerated and unnecessary detail omitted. 
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Sheeler presented a reality that he knew in his painting, 
representing only that with which he was familiar. He knew 
th� object before he placed it on. canvas . Because he works 
from a universally familiar subject, the public can easily 
relate to his work. 
"You never knew what may come along to influence you, no 
more than you.know what sort of influence you are; you can 
merely hope for the best and you yourself do the best you can, 
otherwise it isn't worth very much."l 
Sheeler painted man-made things and entire man-made 
environments, but the human figure is physically absent from 
his work. It seems that these empty places are waiting for 
man to come back. Therefore, the very absence of man from 
the painting dramatizes the fact of his existence. The rare 
occasion when a figure is used in a Sheeler painting only 
heightens the sense of isolation. 
The artist himself, remains detached from his work. He 
appears as an observer, managing·to remain outside ·the subjects , 
analyzing and reordering. 
As for the development of a work of art, Sheeler made 
lMartin Friedman. Charles Sheeler, (Published for the 
National Collection of Fine Arts by the Smithsonian Institu­
tion Press, Washington, 1968), p. 59. 
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sketches at different locales, but relied increasingly on 
photographic studies for finished detail. The approach to 
painting was dominated by the studio. Spontaneity played no 
part in the development of a painting for it was thoroughly 
planned. He layed-·out a picture very completely before paint­
ing; this blueprint ,allowed him to know exactly what the ·. 
painting was going to be. 
Sheeler tried to eliminate all traces of the painting 
process, including brush strokes. " I don't want to see more 
than is absolutely necessary of the physical materials that go 
to into a picture.112 
Sheeler often used the photograph as a basis for a draw­
ing or painting. By viewing the photograph New York, 1920, 
with the drawing:, . (plates: 2 & 3.) one can see how successful 
he was with this study. He used the photograph for composi­
tion and form, representing the structures, but omitting 
ambiguous detail. This created a forceful composition by 
simple means. In the photograph, some of the structural de­
tail is obscured in shadow. Sheeler restored this detail in 
the pencil drawing and simplified the surface character of 
the buildings, thus eliminating any textural reference that 
would intrude on the clarity of the composition. He simpli­
fied the roof details and archit�ctural ornamentation and 
2rbid, p. 35. 
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made reference to windows with sharp lines and simple shading. 
The drawing leave no ambiguity as to the forms present. 
"To be an artist, as to be a good artisan, 
a man must know his materials. In addition 
he must possess that perception of their 
uniqueness, each piece irreplaceable by a 
substitute, not to be broken down to other 
meanings-- to see and keep what the understand­
ing touches in tact--this calls for the eye 
to draw out that detail which is in itself 
the thing to clinch our insight to it, that 
is our understanding of it. It is the eye 
for the thing that mos t distinguishes Charles 
Sheeler. "3 
3william Carlos Williams. Three Painters of America, 
Charles Demuth, Charles Sheeler, and Edward Hopner, (Arno 
Press, New York , 1969), p. 8. 
I I .  Edward Hopper 
Edward H opper, pain ting a t  the same time as Sheeler, 
was not classified as a Precisionist, bu t his art contains 
many of the same elements. He was placed in no group, but 
felt a compassion to record the kind of American life he 
knew. 
sccil?" This is because his subject matter consists of 
actual places in the everyday life of the American indi- · 
...Yi_dual. 
As with Sheeler, painting was a necessary part of 
H ' l.f' opper s L.e. Someone once expl ained the need to p aint 
very clearly; " If you could say it in words there would 
be no reason to paint." He saw everything as art. He 
thought anything would make a good composition . 
"tlis art was based on the everyday as9ects of the con-. -
fttnporary United States, in city, town, and country. 
Though it is not often recognized by ·wri ters, th ere is 
a s trong relationship 'in the work of Edward Hopper and 
Charles Sheeler. Both Df their work shows the frequent use 
�--architectural form...and an insimlte'e< � large masses . 
.Wep�e- differs •h ere in that he freely b�ushed in ar eas while 
Sheeler meticulously followed lines. Desnite this difference, 
they were both·able to capture the architecture accurately. 
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The individual forms of buildings, their surfaces and 
the effect of light on them was a fascination with Hopper as 
well as Sheeler. Hopper also found �he ornamenta tion of 
these forms exci ting, and organized them in his compositions 
with simplicity. 
Both of these ar tists 'fffid a keen eye for the interplay 
st ljnes, �angles and blocks in bb!lding sttuc tures. With 
jWP!'er this is seen in Marshall's House (Plate L�) • There is 
£extreme emphasis on the form of the building proving the 
.aJ,ert eye of the artist. 
Extraneous details are simplified to basic lines and 
shapes. Simplicity dominates the composition. 
Whenever Hopper incorpora ted nature wi th structural 
elements, he concen tra ted on the man-made structures. He 
painted everything as he saw it, concentrating on the forms 
and their relationship wi th one another. Unlike Sheeler, 
everything was painted the way he saw it, the ugliness as 
well as the beauty. As Lloyd Goodrich wrote; · ''Hopper as a 
... 
poe t  - finds his poetry less often in nature than in man's 
creations, in the s tructures and cities man has built and 
among which his life is spent . . .  He likes American architec­
ture in its most frankly native phases, especially the bare 
whi te wooden houses and churches of New England (Plates 4 & 
5 ). He likes stark structural things; factories, bri dges , 
th� �imple immaculate forms of light houses, railroads, high-
• n4 gas stations . .  
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Edward Hopper was never interested in the monumental 
--but took on an intimate viewpoint, concerned with the 
diate surroundings of everyday life. This perhaps makes 
art appear more emotional for his compositions are of 
cific places seen in an intimate close-up portrait way. 
l-r efore he was not just an objective realist as some people 
It• 
lji1d to think, for his art was filled with strong, personal �tion. This is due to his strong attachment to our every-
lay world. 
Hopper uses many subjects in his P?inting--single build­
ings, building interiors, landscapes, and city-scapes, in 
some he introduces the figure and others are left empty . 
.. 
lihether the figure is present or not, all of his works display 
the mood of aloneness. Every person in a Hopper painting seems 
to exist separately from the outside looking in; the people are 
so separate from the spectator that they are unaware of him-­
Room in New York (plate 6) is a good example, the man and woman 
are also separate from each other, appearing as minor incidents. 
This gives the impression they are alone, not necessarily lone­
ly. The emptiness portrayed in his paintings without figures 
also gives the impression of aloneness. 
41loyd Goodrich, New Art in America, (New York Graphic 
Society, New York, 1957), p. 145. 
When Hopper does include figures they do not dominate 
the composition, rather act as part of the scene. Their 
so lid, physical existence is stressed. The figures show 
little characterization, giving little consideration for 
them as individuals. 
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Jlbpper's art is charged with much emotion, but as stated, 
his emphasis is not on humanity, but on its setting. The 
struC!'!:tt�es that man has built and the things and places among 
� his l ... "Was spent are what he chose as important sub­
�atter for painting. 
Hopper chose the hour to paint when no one was present. 
He felt the objects themselves were significant; that they 
could exist without these individuals there. 
Though Hopper's art is filled with emotion, · it is high­
ly structured. The forms are massive and severely simplified, 
everything constructed very solidly, giving only essentials. 
It seems that Hopper had a gift for creating solid forms. His 
shapes, objects and figures show phy_sical· substance and 
weight. As with Sheeler, his strength lies in all the elements 
of the composition, form, space, color and design: the whole. 
As indicated earlier, an important aspect of their work was 
the reliance on straight edges, rather than curvilinear forms. 
Another important quality in Hopper's work is the light­
ing. It's importance equals that of his use of form. 
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Sheeler was known for his use of cool lighting, but he 
not use it to the extent that Hopper did. (Lieht is very 
in a Hopper painting. Its source, .direction and 
�color are just as important as the objects on which it falls. 
�" �As indicated earlier, Hopper's structures are highly simpli-
ffied. The same can be stated about his use of light. 
Hopper loved strong sunlight, and it is this light and 
the outdoor world that he struggled to capture. The mood of 
every Hopper pain ting is made successful by his use of light. 
"Maybe I'm not very human. What I wanted to do was to paint 
sunlight on the side of a house. 115 
The development of a Hopper painting was somewhat related 
to that of Sheeler's. His paintings were consciously and care -
fully designed. Design was not just a flat pattern for Hopper, 
rather the construction of solid forms in 3-D space. 
Most of Hopper's paintings uere planned in drawinp:s 
before they were executed on canvas. As Sheeler used the 
photograph for reference; Hopper used drawings. He did many 
"on-the-spot" sketches of a subject before painting, further 
developing the drawings in the studio before beginning the 
actual painting. Hopper never developed a drawing fully for 
5Lloyd Goodrich. Edward Hopper, (Harry N. Abrams, Inc. 
New York, 1978), p. 31. 
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painting, for he wanted to present an image rather than 
copying nature. He believed that in the end the best 
ethod was to work ideas on canvas. 
As with Sheeler, the shaping process for Hopper's ideas 
were in his memory. Though he did sketches on the spot, he 
further developed them in his studio, incorporating his own 
thoughts into the composition. This use of memory in develop­
ing a composition heightens the imagination contained .. . for 
''Memory's filter excludes the unimportant, the inessential; 
what remains is significant because the picture has already 
been shaped by the emotion which determined the memory all 
along . . . If the resulting pictures seem to have been handed to 
the painter pre-designed by nature, that is merely the evi­
dence of their skill in fulfilling their own intentions.116 
"My aim in painting has always been the most exact trans-
cription possible of my most intimate impression of nature. 
I believe that the great painters with their intellect 
as master, have attempted to force this unwilling medium of 
paint and canvas into a record of their emotions. I find 
any disgression from this aim leads me to boredom. 117 
6virgil Baker. From the Realism to Reality in Recent 
American Paintings, (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, 
Nebraska, 1959), p. 42. 
7Alfred H. Barr. Three Painters of America, Charles 
Demuth, Charles Sheeler, and Edward Hopper, (Arno Press, New 
York , 1969), p. 17. 
III. SUSAN CROTCHETT 
Referring to a statement mentioned earlier in this 
writing, "If I could say it in words, there would be no 
reason to paint. " My art is a reflection of things I see and 
the way I see them. Painting and drawing allow me to share 
these things with others, For an artist, it is as important 
to express himself in a visual form as it is for a poet to 
share his poetry, a teacher to teach a lesson, or a farmer 
to sell his grain. 
As stated earlier, the work of Charles Sheeler and 
Edward Hopper has had a strong influence on the growth and 
development of my work. The following sections will comoare 
the development of my work, my choice of subject matter, 
and specific techniques used with the work of Sheeler and 
Hopper. Examples of my work are also illustrated and 
described in relation to these two artists. 
A. DEVELOPMENT 
As long as I can remember, I have been interested in 
the arts and have always been fascinated with the different 
aspects of it. Sheeler and Hopper were also interested in 
art at a young age. Hopper began drawing at the age of five. 
Both drew in their younger days and advanced to painting as 
their art interest grew. They continued to paint and 
and further develop their art throughout their lives. 
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During grade school years I can recall often drawing 
in my free time. Familiar surroundings were translated to 
paper, usually by means of pencil. Anything that was 
interesting or important to me was put in visual form. 
Subject matter consisted of family, friends, houses, places 
I had been, marking specific moments in my life, and objects 
with intriguing construction. 
Drawing continued to be a major activity during my high 
school years. Due to my father's belief that a daughter's 
place is at home, my social life consisted of going to 
school, church, and shopping. This gave me many hours on 
the farm to spend drawing. 
During the latter two years of high school, I became 
preoccupied with designing and painting backdrops for plays 
and dances. It somehow became known that whenever something 
needed to be painted, Susan Crotchett would do it, and I 
usually would, enjoying every minute of it. Any free time 
during the day was spent either painting on the stage or 
drawing in the art room. 
At college I continued with drawing>:md experimented 
with other media. Watercolor became an avenue fo.r relaxation. 
Subject matter was primarily country scenes---trees, barns, 
mountains. Trying to capture the mood of the scenery was of 
utmost importance. My interest in watercolor soon broadened 
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fto include oil painting, and still later, constructed 
r-'' 
i•culpture . In time these interests were combined, resulting 
�in const:r-ucted painted sculptures. 
My art now consists of drawing, painting, and constructed 
painted sculptures. 
B. SUBJECT MATTER 
Charles Sheeler, Edward Hoppe� and I have all chosen the 
same source for subJect matter--architecture, the constructed 
building. We each represent the same subject, but from a 
different viewpoint. This makes our compositions unique. 
Sheeler uses the building for its form alone showing no 
concern for its actual use or purpose. Hopper also uses 
architecture for its ··form and structure, but does not deny 
its sentimental value and unique purpose. He captures the 
mood of the subject. The specific time and place of the 
painting is also always illustrated. 
In agreement with the philosophy of Sheeler and Hopper, 
I present form and structure in my work. Both Hopper and I 
deal with sentimental µndertones. 
My interest in buildings first started during the summer 
of 1979. From the upstairs view of my apartment I became 
intrigued by roof-top structures, juxtaposed against the clear 
blue sky. These architectural rrnages became my first 
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compositions on canvas (Plate 9); 
C. TECHNiqUE 
Technique and painting style vary from one artist to 
another, depending on the individual. Edward Hopper and 
Charles Sheeler are no exceptions. Though their choice in 
subject matter is much the same, their way of presenting it 
differs according to the idea or viewpoint they wish to 
convey. This is readily seen in their different uses of 
technique. Both of these artists work from their surroundings. 
They make "on-the-spot" sketches of their subjects and further 
refine them in the studio. Therefore, much is done from memory, 
allowing the artist's own interpretation to dominate the 
composition. The drawing is then transferred onto the canvas. 
In Hopper's work the paint is then brushed in with loose, 
quick, and free strokes, portraying the architecture with 
strong feeling. On the other hand, Sheeler paints very 
meticulously. Every edge is clean and straight. He tries to 
make each brush stroke melt into the canvas, so the image 
appears smooth and free of blemish. 
Where Hopper-would systematically work on the entire 
canvas, loosely brushing in color, Sheeler would choose one 
particular section on which to begin. He would meticulously 
paint that spot until complete, then move on to another area. 
My paintings are started in much the same way as those of 
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of Sheeler. Many "on-the-spot" sketches are made. Then, in 
the confines of the studio these ideas are developed and refined 
on canvas. My approach to the peinting relates more closely 
to that of Sheeler, than Hopper, in that one area at a time 
is carefully completed. 
A machine-like precision becomes apparent in She's Still 
There (Plate 10). The massive, simplified forms, the 
cleanliness and precision of line are elements strived for 
in my work--however, not with the same degree of mechanical 
precision as in Sheeler's work. 
Each section of this painting was brushed in with individual 
care. After the necessary sketch was placed on canvas, the 
sky was brushed in, smoothing the paint, so the sky is 
recognized and not ··the brush stroke. From here, specific 
areas of the building were chosen one at a time--the chimney, 
roof , --until the entire canvas was complete. This technique 
is utili,zed in all my paintings. 
D. THE CATEGORIES OF MY WORK 
The three categories of my work are: 1) drawings of 
structure and simplicity, 2) a. series ·of paint�ngs, · and· 3). a 
group of painted environmental sculptures. 
1. DRAWING 
My most recent dr�wings were primarily influenced by 
Charles Sheeler. This is easily seen by comparing 
Structure and Simplicity effal _and_ {f3 (Plates 7 and 8) with 
Sheeler's New York, 1920 (Plates 2 and 3). 
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Sheeler used the photograph as a reference for this 
drawing. The image from the photo was re-established on 
paper, emphasizing structure as opposed to ambiguous detail. 
Structure and simplicity in my drawings are developed in the 
same way. However, instead of using a photograph as 
Sheeler, a detailed drawing of my subject is established, 
working directly from the object. The stylization or 
simplification then begins. The surface character of the 
buildings are simplified, eliminating any textural reference 
that would intrude on the clarity of the composition. The 
same clarification or simplification of texture and form is 
applied to all areas of the picture. The desired precision 
of line and form are thereby established. 
2. PAINTING 
A series of changes has occurred in my work. The 
painting Thoughts Above the·Roof (Plate 9) marks the beginning 
of my work in oils. This work is very representational, 
with cleanly painted detail and simplified form. Following 
paintings, She's Still there (Plate 10), mentioned earlier, 
and They Moved (Plate 11), continue in this direction. 
Experience with these paintings lead to further 
simplification. Simplification in turn led me to realize 
the ''power of parts." It became increasingly more evident 
that secluded or isolated sections of the architectural 
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form were perhaps even more meaningful or exciting than the 
entire structure. This simplification of form or "isolation" 
of subject matter seemed to result in a greater intimacy 
in my paintings. The new approach to my paintings, seemed 
to help generate a sense of mystery. This feeling was captured 
not only by the new or more intimate viewpoint (close-up 
sections of subject) , but also by the fact that figures were 
deliberately omitted from the compositions. This omission 
of the human form is also evident in the work of Sheeler and 
Hopper. The mystery of the painting is thereby enhanced. 
It makes people look for clues of human existence. In their 
search, they become a part of the work itself. 
3 .  SCULPTURE 
Combining painting and drawing with sculpture was a result 
of another interest --that of actually "constructing" forms 
in three-dimensional compositions. As in painting, 
architectural forms aGted as the basis for the work. The 
resulting works--combining drawing, painting, and constructed 
forms--can perhaps best be described as "environmental 
sculptures." 
One of the first pieces completed by combining drawing, 
painting, and sculpture is Our House (Plate 14). In 
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Our House, all aspects--the architectural framework, as well 
as all items displayed within the composi.tion--have 
been considered not only in aesth�tic terms, but have alsn 
been chosen carefully because of their strong personal 
symbolic meaning. It is a very personal construction, inviting 
the viewer to enter into the work of art itself. 
The architectural framework was constructed of 
illustration board. The actual drawings were done with pencil 
on paper. After the drawings were completed, they were 
laminated and adhered to the constructed walls, forming the 
completed sculpture. 
Precious Dreams in Blue (Plate 15) is an example of a 
painted construction. 
In our society, most objects are recognized only for 
their function and not their aesthetic value. This sculpture's 
purpose is to present a functional object in an unfunctional 
way. The bed is constructed of wood and adorned with fabric, 
ribbon, and lace, housed in a glass case much the same way 
that a piece of precious jewelry would be protected and 
exhibited in a museum. The bed is seen in much the same 
way as a fine piece of jewelry. It is on display as a 
protected and precious item in it.'·s own environment. 
The floor and roof of the building are constructed of 
masonite with details painted in oils. It is felt that 
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the: painted sections are much more personal and sensitive than 
,-
using ready-made materials. 
The Chair (Plate 16) ,  expresses the same idea as 
!recious Dreams in Blue. A functional object is presented in 
a· precious, unfunctional way. An object, a chair, is housed 
in its own precious environment, on display as a work 
of art to be seen as an art object, not a chair. 
The floor is painted to represent inlaid marble, making 
the work more personal. 
CONCLUSION 
My major works now consist of drawings, paintings, and 
constructed sculptures. 
As it is compared in this paper, there are various ways 
my work relates to Charles Sheeler and Edward Hopper. Their 
major influence lies in the areas of structure and simplicity, 
which are utilized in the sculptures as well as drawings and 
paintings. 
Before studying the works of these two artist, entire 
buildings and structures were the major subjects in my compo­
sitions. During the study of Sheeler's and Hopper's work it 
became increasingly more evident that secluded or isolated 
sections of the architectural form were perhaps even more mean­
ingful or exciting than the entire structure. This has become 
a new approach in my work. The importance of "parts" is now 
s.tressed. 
There is much that can be done with structure and simplic­
ity in a composition and it is with that I will continue my 
work. 
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Color Plates 
Plate # 1  Shaker Buildings, 19 34 
Charles Sheeler 
Oil on Canvas, 9 7/8" x 1 3  7/8" 
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Plate #2 New York, 19 20 
Charles Sheeler 
Photograph 
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Plate #3 New York, 1920, 
Charles Sheeler 
Pencil, 19 7/8" x 13" 
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Plate #4 Marshall's House, 1932 
Edward Hopper 
Watercolor, 14" x 20" 
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Plate #5 House on Pamet River, 1934 
Edward Hopper 
Watercolor, 20" x 25" 
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Plate #6 Room in New York, 1932 
Edward Hopper 
Oil, 29" x 36" 
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Plate #7 Structure and Simplicity # 1, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
Pencil;.4ri x 6" 
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Plate #8 Structure -and Simplicity #3, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
Pencil;· 5�',' x 7" 
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Plate #9 Thoughts Above the Roof, 1980 
Susan Crotchett 
Oil on Canvas, 40" x 30" 
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Plate # 10 She's Still There, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
Oil on Canvas, 26" x 26" 
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Plate fill They Moved, 1981 
Susan Crotchett 
Oil on: Canvas,· 24" x 32" 
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Plate # 12 Single Roof, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
Oil on Canvas, 48" x 36" 
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Plate # 13 Brick Facade, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
Oil on Canvas, 26" x 46" 
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Plate # 1 4  Our House, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
Pencil, 4" x 4" x 7" 
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Plate #15 Precious Dreams in Blue, 198 1 
Susan Crotchett 
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Wood, Glass, Fabric and Painted Masonite, 26" x 26" x 36" 
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Plate #16 The Chair, 1981 
Susan Crotchett 
Wood, Fabric and Painted Masonite, 11" x 11" x 17%" 
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